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money laundering risk to the 
UK. New typologies continue to 
emerge, including risks of money 
laundering through capital markets 
and increasing exploitation of 
technology, though these appear 
less prevalent than longstanding 
and well-known risks.

The distinctions between 
typologies are becoming 
increasingly blurred. Law 
enforcement agencies see 
criminal funds progressing from 
lower level laundering before 
accumulating into larger sums to 
be sent overseas through more 
sophisticated methods, including 
retail banking and money
transmission services Professional 
services are a crucial gateway for 
criminals
looking to disguise the origin of 
their funds.

Cash, alongside cash intensive 
sectors, remains the favoured 
method for terrorists to move 
funds through and out of the UK. 
The UK’s terrorist financing threat 
largely involves low levels offunds 
being raised by UK individuals 
to send overseas, fund travel or 
fund attack planning. The primary 
means of doing this are assessed 
to be through cash, retail banking 
or money service businesses 
(MSBs).

A wide-ranging set of reforms by 
government and law enforcement 
over recent years is still in its early 
days, but starting to take effect. 
The report concludes that those 
individuals and firms acting in 
areas of higher risk should be

NCA SAR Report 2017:

The UK NCA has 
published  the latest 
report on UK SAR 
reporting.

“The UKFIU has
continued to experience a
yearly increase in the
number of SARs received, 
as well as a huge growth 
in the number of cases 
where a defence against 
money laundering (DAML) 
has been requested. 

In fact, March 2017 saw 
the highest number 
received on record for 
both. The report also for 
the first time includes the 
number of requests for a 
defence against terrorism
financing (DATF).

http://www.
nationalcrimeagency.
gov.uk/publications/826-
suspicious-activity-
reports-annual-
report-2017/file

UK Laws and  Regulations

UK government introduces new
sanctions and anti-money 
laundering bill

On 19 October 2017 the UK
Government published the text of 
a proposed new Sanctions and 
Anti-Money Laundering Bill (“the 
Bill”), which seeks to create a 
post-Brexit domestic legislative 
framework covering the 
management and enforcement
of sanctions.

The Bill is not designed to bring 
any substantive policy changes in 
respect of the current sanctions 
regime, but it does provide wide-
ranging powers to supplement or
amend the UK’s existing anti-
money laundering regime, 
although the Bill itself does not 
impose any new AML-related
requirements.

https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/sanctions-and-anti-
money-laundering-bill

Financial Crime and Money 
Laundering Developments

UK National risk assessment of 
money laundering and terrorist
financing 2017

On 26th October 2017 the second 
national risk assessment report 
was issued. Key findings of the 
2017 assessment include:

High-end money laundering and 
cash-based money laundering 
remain the greatest areas of 

vigilant towards the persistent 
efforts of criminals
and terrorists to exploit the 
vulnerabilities involved.

https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/national-risk-
assessment-of-money-
laundering-and-terrorist-
financing-2017
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US Patriot Act Section
311 Listing

On June 29, 2017, FinCEN
found Bank of Dandong 
to be of “primary money 
laundering concern” for 
serving as a gateway for 
North Korea to access the U.S. 
and international financial 
systems despite U.S. and UN 
sanctions.  On November 2, 
2017, FinCEN issued a final rule 
under Section 311 of the USA 
PATRIOT Act that severs Bank 
of Dandong, from the U.S. 
financial system.  

The rulemaking imposes a 
prohibition on U.S. financial 
institutions from opening or 
maintaining correspondent 
accounts for, or on behalf of, 
Bank of Dandong, directly or
indirectly. FinCEN also issued 
an advisory that provides red 
flags of illicit North Korean 
schemes, including the use of
financial representatives, front 
and shell companies, trading 
companies, and financial 
institutions operating in areas 
bordering North Korea.  The 
red flags are designed to assist 
financial institutions in
identifying and reporting
suspected illicit activity by 
North Korea and its financial
institutions. 

https://www.fincen.gov/news
/news-releases/fincen- further-
restricts-north- koreas-access-
us-financial- system-and-
warns-us

Financial Crime
Focus: Bribery and
Corruption

Case study

A French court convicted
Teodoro Nguema Obiang
Mangue, the vice president
of Equatorial Guinea and
son of the president, of
embezzling public money
and spending it on himself.

The judge confiscated all of
Obiang’s assets in France,
fined him €30 million ($35
million), and gave him a
suspended three-year prison
sentence.

In 2014, the U.S. DOJ
brought a forfeiture action
against Obiang. He was
forced to sell a $30 million
mansion in Malibu, California
and donate the money to a
charity to help people in
Equatorial Guinea.

Despite the country &  oil
wealth, 70 percent of
Equatorial Guinea’s one
million people are poor.
Nearly half lack access to
clean water.

https://youtu.be/nA_p4-- ZFIo

Saudi Arabia purge

Prince Alwaleed bin Talal 
is the 45th wealthiest 
person on the planet. He 
was arrested following
a corruption purge in the
Gulf state, and he could
have his assets seized by
the Saudi government,
meaning London’s Savoy
hotel and his large stakes 
in companies including 
Apple, Twitter, and 
Citigroup could become 
state property in the 
kingdom. 

Soon after an anti 
corruption committee 
was formed,  almost 
a dozen senior royals, 
four minsters and other 
ex-ministers and top 
businessmen were 
arrested. 

The most prominent to be 
arrested in the group was
62-year- old Prince Al-
Waleed, a senior member 
of Saudi Arabia’s royal 
family and one of the 
world’s richest men.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world-middle- east-
41874117



Transparency International

Transparency International
UK rolled out a new tool to
help companies in the UK and
overseas create anti-bribery
compliance programs and
evaluate their effectiveness.

The free online tool is called
“Global Anti-Bribery
Guidance: Best practice for
companies in the UK and
overseas.”. It was created by
“drawing upon expertise from
over 120 leading compliance
and legal practitioners and
Transparency International’s
extensive global experience”
TI-UK said.

https://www.antibriberyguidan
ce.org/latest-from-ti
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Canada Has Repealed
‘Facilitation Payments’
from ABC Laws

Canada has formally repealed
its exception for “facilitation
payments” under its foreign
anti-corruption legislation (the
Corruption of Foreign Public
Officials Act).

Canada’s anti-bribery law
prohibits anyone from giving
or offering a loan, reward,
advantage or benefit of any
kind — directly or through
intermediaries — to a foreign
public official as consideration

for an act or omission by the
latter to obtain or retain a
business advantage.

https:/globalcompliancenews.
com/canada-facilitation-
payments-20171102/

HSBC and Stan Chartered 
Challenged by Peer

It has been alleged that HSBC
chose to ignore money
laundering by the Indian-
South African Gupta family
through its services.  Peter
Hain, a Lord, grew up in
South Africa, and he claimed
to have sent printouts of the
Guptas’ money transfers from
their South African HSBC
bank accounts to accounts
with the same bank in Dubai
and Hong Kong. 

Some of the transactions 
were legitimate, but others 
weren’t, he said: “The latter 
illicit transactions were 
flagged internally in the bank 
concerned as suspicious,
but I am reliably informed
that it was told by the U.K.
headquarters to ignore it. 

That is an iniquitous breach 
of legal banking practice 
in the U.K. and it is also 
an incitement to money 
laundering, which has self-
evidently occurred in this
case, sanctioned by a British
bank, as part of the flagrant
robbery from South African
taxpayers of many millions of
pounds and many billions of
their local currency, the rand.”

Blockchain and Virtual 
Currency Development
SIB and KYC Development

The State Bank of India (SBI)
has announced that it is due 
to implement Blockchain
technology in the 
management of Know Your
Customer (KYC) protocols.
The Indian bank has
partnered with a Blockchain
company to develop the
enterprise solution that
employs smart contracts to
self-manage KYC protocols.

The Blockchain-based
platform will provide SBI an
effective solution to boost the
efficiency of transactions
without compromising either
the deals’ security or the
confidentiality of its users.
Because of its adoption of
Blockchain, the bank has
joined the growing number of
financial institutions which
adopted the technology in
their operations to cut costs
and improve customer
services. Several reports also 
claimed that SBI is planning
to partner with other banks 
for the creation of Blockchain
platforms aimed at improving
the efficiency of existing bank
services.

Lord Hain has asked the
Government to look into the
case and pointed out, there
have been no criminal
prosecutions for money
laundering by financial
institutions in the UK.

https://www.ft.com/content/
074ef562-bfea- 11e7-b8a3-
38a6e068f464
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https://cointelegraph.com/
news/state-bank-of-india-
launches-blockchain-
technology-based-know-
your-customer-system

Bitcoin Ivy League!
Yale, Wharton, Haas
Offer Courses on
Blockchain Technology

Business schools are getting
pressure from two sides:
growing student population
interest in cryptocurrencies,
and successful companies,
looking to hire graduates with
practical knowledge in the
technology (tech) 
undergirding the world’s 
most popular cryptocurrency, 
bitcoin. 

“We believe it will have 
the biggest impact on 
contracting, logistics and 
supply chains, healthcare, 
public administration, assets
clearing, property, 
transactions,” Haas School of
Business at UC Berkeley
lecturer Greg LaBlanc
told Agence France Presse,
speaking about technology
undergirding bitcoin, the
blockchain. “When people
think about blockchain they
think about cryptocurrencies,” 
Mr. LaBlanc continued. 
“Pretty much every function 
of businesses are going to be
affected by this.”

Next semester, Haas School
of Business “will handpick 60
students from the 
departments of business,
engineering and law and split
them into groups of six to
explore possible applications
of the technology.”

departments of business,
engineering and law and split
them into groups of six to
explore possible applications
of the technology.” 

Yale School of Management’s
Stephen Daffron said if
students “don’t understand
how to evaluate a company
that tries to employ
blockchain, then they won’t
probably be a good fit for us.”
Students “who wish to work 
in trading must learn how to
code, while bankers need to
understand algorithms and 
big data to be able to attract 
new clients and devise 
strategies for fast-changing 
markets.”

The Wharton School’s
Barbara Hewitt explains, “I
increasingly see students
opting to explore technical
minors, such as in computer
science, to be well prepared
for the growing use of
technology in many fields.”

https://news.bitcoin.
com/bitcoin-ivy- league-
yale- wharton-haas-offer- 
courses-on-blockchain-tech/


